Seven Spirits of God – Isaiah 11

They empower us to display the Kingdom and release it on earth. They are not omnipresent but their classroom is. We need to go to them. Revelation 5:6 is to teach us about Sonship.

1. **Spirit of the Lord** – Red

   Mandates for position
   Teaches reality and dimensions of heaven, throne room, rulership, dominion and glory
   Government of God and establishing it on earth

2. **Wisdom** – orange

   Equip for position eg Solomon was a manifestation of wisdom on the earth
   Brings prosperity, delight, joy contentment, justice, divine order
   Wise in mind, word and action
   Gold in the earth is for the Sons

3. **Understanding** – Yellow

   Authorizes us for position
   Teaches us where and how to
   Decipher revelation
   Teach others
   Rulership and process

4. **Counsel** – green

   Prepares us for position
   How to rule as a Son
   How to talk to God
   What do you think we should do?
   Function of different courts
   Wants to get to know Him
   Holy Spirit in us

5. **Knowledge** – indigo

   Empowers us for position
   Retain what we see in the supernatural realm
   Access to knowledge of God; apply to the world
   Store and teach others

6. **Might** – blue

   Teaches us about strength
   Reveals us for position
   Reveal power to exercise dominion
   Warfare
   Chamber of war
   From heavenly places, throne or mountain of the Lord

7. **Fear of the Lord** – violet

   Seals us for position
   Absolute awe, wonder of God
   Brings accountability
   Holiness, intimacy, worship
Spirit of the Lord

Gives us strength
Causes our enemies to be subjected to us
Gives us justice and courage to make a declaration
Gives you people to help with your mandate
Causes us to rest
Gives us freedom
Causes us to prophesy
Transports/translated us; Judges 11:29, Ezekiel 37:1, Acts 8:39
Tested Ananais and Sapphira Acts 5
Isaiah 61:1 and Luke 4:18 The Spirit of the Lord is upon me and He has anointed me to be Hope for the poor, Pardon for prisoners of war, Freedom for the broken hearted, and New Eyes for the blind. They have capitals like a person because the Spirit of the Lord enables us to become Hope, Pardon, Freedom and New Eyes. We manifest it not just give it.

Might

We need the spirit of Might to win over spirits of control.
Places a passion in a believer that will motivate him to hate evil and will empower him to carry out God’s plan on the earth.
Resides as a nuclear force within the individual who propels him forward over every evil opponent that may attempt to restrain him.
Confronts resistance
Provides the individual to distinguish right from wrong in any situation, and to go on from there.
Never defends; simply endows the person it dwells in with the power to state the facts
Gives the human mind the supernatural ability to remain in peace and to rest in the midst of battle
Brings the assurance of the coming victory
Causes the joy of the Lord to manifest around the one who possesses it
Endows the physical body and the emotions with endurance and protection.
Supplies the supernatural ability to carry on far beyond the natural, soulish limitations
Never comes upon a person for the purpose of self-gain
Comes in order that the purpose of God may be fulfilled in the earth through the church
Wisdom

Abundance, she does not live outside the desire of God, be taught by her.

1. **Overwhelming feeling of respect, awe.**
   (Opposite of what’s in it for me? No wisdom)
   - Honours God which impacts people

2. **Attracts attention – good and bad**
   (People don't want you to have what you have)
   - She will endow and fill your treasures
   - Boldness because of her transparency – nothing can be hidden

3. **Relevant**
   - People have hard questions but nothing is too difficult to answer

4. **Full of purpose**
   - Top of the pecking order wherever you sit
   - Abundance must have purpose
   - Stewardship is important
   - Inspires others to seek Him
   - Gives you answers

5. **Proverbs 4:23**
   - Touches hearts – wisdom touches our hearts about God’s heart

6. **Answers to life**

7. **Wisdom is visible**
   - 2 Chronicles 1:3
     - Goodness of God freaks the Queen of Sheba out
     - Receive the goodness of God; what do you want me to do with it?
     - It can be reflected in buildings; small things count
     - Relevant, attractive, practical
     - Wisdom is challenging and causes us to delight in God

**Seven Handmaidens of Wisdom**

1. **Spirit of Glory**
   - 1 Peter 4:14
     - Empowers for Service

2. **Spirit of Holiness**
   - Romans 1:4
     - Positions for Service

3. **Spirit of Truth**
   - John 16:13
     - Mandates for Service; answers all truth

4. **Spirit of Excellence**
   - Daniel 5:12
     - Authorises for Service

5. **Spirit of Faith**
   - 2 Corinthians 4:13-15
     - Prepares for Service

6. **Spirit of Life**
   - Revelation 11:11
     - Equips you for Service through God’s Sovereignty

7. **Spirit of Promise**
   - Ephesians 1:13
     - Sets you in Service